
12 49 Hi Point Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90035 

. June 19, 1967 

Yr, Leslie Y.idgley 
C3S Television News 
-5.,es-52nde-Street-
New York, .11.Y0  10019 

Der 	hacigley: 

I aa writing to you for t'ao reasons; (1) in the hope, however 
that ry letter ray have some po:itive influence on the value of the 
fort%eqrang CBS fear-pnrt program regarding the assassination of Presirs  
dent Kennedy, and (2) to record, prior to the shmings, a number ef 
points—and one in particular-awhich I believe to be relev,:nt. 

As you know, Mr, Robert Richter, Z: CBS ezployee associated with 
you in this wok, interviewed no at length in Boston on rzri- 22, 
regarding in; areas of interest in the case. When he phoned me several 
days earlier to arrange the interview, I told him that --while -a:Ming 
to cooperate -- my impression was that CBS was preparing an imressiv)- 

appearing, expertly constructed, but nonetheless grossly bie,sed study, 
whose purpose was to resurrect the widely disc-20.:lited.basic conelusions 
of the Wan= RepOY1-.0 Although this opinion was 'tentative, and one 
whioh I sincerely hoped_ and still do) would prove incorrect, it was 
not based on prejudicTA 

As a result of the May 22 interview in Boston, copies of numerous 
photographs in which Yr. Richter - had expressed interest were m:Ide avail-
able to CDS. 

The following Monday, 	29, I was in NEVI York and phoned you to 
gat your reaction is  the material, You informed re the.M.r. Richter had 
gone over it 	you in detail, that you SE:r nothing significant in it, 
and, specificr;lJy, that you failed to observe the man-like freiges 5n the 
enilargvaents from the Mary Moorman photograph (this, of course, is the 
photograph which shoes President Kennectrls car in the foreground, and 
the grassy knoll area in the background. It was taken at approxfmately 
the time of the head shot, at Zanruner 313). Nevertheless, you agreed 
to have no rnac.:t with you ia -you• office that afternoon. 

In your office I went through the various enlargements of the several 
ran-like images in the Noorman photo, with particular attention given 

* Some indication of the objectivity and purpose of the CBS effort, 7ras given in a 
column in the Boston Traveler, )April 19, 1967 by Television Editor Eleanor Roberts. 
Reporting on the project, she said: 

A most unusual television experiment is taking place at CBS News -- 
the prepearation of a documentary on another look at the Warren Coarrission 

Report 	ray never be telecast. Camera crews are fanning out all over 
the country -- one was in Framingham last week -- developing material for the 

. news special. But unless it sheds  new light on the report, weakeningethe 
argue nt of those who criticise it  -- it may never be aired, a CBS Ne..;; 
spokesman revealed; . . . "If we get something mew and constructive,we hope 
TO-Fir—tIre."776FU=ary by rid-June" the CBS News executive said, "ButweIre 
playing it by ear until all  the films are in". 

'While declining to name the "CBS spokesman" who gave her this information, Yrs. Roberts 
said her source had invariably proven reliable in the past. 
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to those referred to as #2 and #5. As I mho red these to you, one at a 
tire, you said you sn'r nothing, that is, nothing that looked to you 
like a man. However, 'than we came to a particular enlargement of image 
#5 .(the sari a one seen on the enclosed photo—display #5—as the largest 
stage of blowup from the 'Moorman photo), you immediately said, when 
asked if you saa anything; "Yes, that's the rain who shot Meredith". 

Since I believe this reaction of yours was, and is, extremely sig-
nificant, you will understand that I feel it necessary to record the 
circumstancess fully as possible. Cher two years alp, whileexaminng 
the Moorman photograph, David Lifton discovered the man-like imazes 
behind the wall and/Or fence on the grassy knoll. He contacted me, 
knowing of my interest in the case, and showed me what he. had found. 
Tie then arranged to have enlargements rade. In our opinion, the clearest 
image was the one referred to as #5, to the right in the photo, behind 
the wall and near the pergola structure. 

Of this image, I found the enlargement which most people could 
discern most readily was the one labeled Maya (which was included in 
packets of photos railed almost two years ago, to several dozen indi-
viduals around the country including two well-kno= CBS Ee';:s personnel) 
It was this particular enlargment of #5 man that you immediately reacted 
to by erroneously identifying him az ". . . the man who shot Meredith". 

Your reaction was understandable. Lest year, when the now-famous 
photograph first appeared showing James Meredith sprledon a Missis-
sippi roadway after having been shotgunned from mush, I was struck "ky 
the similarity in appearance of his assailant, clearly visible in the 
foliage, and that of the #5 ran from the Moorman photo as seen in the 
specific enlargement rentioned. \I do not mean that I ever took them 
to be the same ran, but only thatthe two faces, obviously photographed 
under sorehat similar lighting. cbnditLons, and both against mottled 
backgrounds, appeared so sindler that: believed the image in the Meredith 
Picture lent further (though unnecessitry) credence to the validity of 
image #5 Gs a human figure. 

. To illustrate this point to others, I did the following: 

1. I affixed a copy o4he Meredith picture, with his assailant 
visible in the bushes to a blank sheet of vthite paper. 

2. I then placed this sheet, with Meredith photo-side down, over 
the enlargement mentioned; and taped them together at the 
left side, so that the white sheet could be lifted and turned 
page-fashion. 

I then cut a rectangle (1-1/4"x 1-3/4") out of the white sheet, 
avoiding damage to the Meredith photo on the underside, solthat 
with the sheet in place, the #5 man on the photo beneath it was 
Clearly-  framed in the rectangular opening. (only when the sheet 
was lifted and turned did the 'Meredith photo on its underside 
-become visible, and only then could the comparison be made beLveen 
the two faces. 

Copies of these photos were included in those requested for CBS by 
Nr. Richter and, it is obvious from your subsequent reaction in my presence-- 
as well as from your earlier acknowledgment-that you had already studied the 
material. 
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Again, your reaction in my presence upon viewing #5 man, framed by 
the cutout in the cover sheet as described -- -aith the Meredith n'roto 
on the unfldrside, and tHerefcre riot visible --was, 	0 0 0 thn'o.s t!-Ie 
man rno 	oere:,oltaJ0  Thms Immediate reaction of yours12 at sear i^  
variance with oi.r repeated previous statements to the effect that you 
saw nothing in any of the enlargeirents of the relevant areas in the 
Moorman photo that you would take to be a ran. On the contrary, it 
indicates unristakably:.  that you recognized the #5 image as a human 

y figure, that you airost cextainly had done so when you studied it prior 
to our 1.2eting, and that the comparison with the Meredith assailant at 
the tire you originally saw it impressed you sufficienUy,so that ashen 
I subsequently shored you the #5 man, and not the Meredith 
you 121r:ediately saw him -with such clarity that you erroneously mistook 
him for the Meredith assailant. 

A very understandable error. Bui.;• one which would have bean impos- 
sible for you to make had you not promptly recognized the 	image as a 
hurian figure, despite your earlier denials that you saw anything in 
the pictures that looked like a man. 

Nor is 5 the only compelling image in the Moorman photo. You were 
also shown #2, which can be seen in several stages of enlrgement in the 
enclosed photo, rd.spiey #2. The validity of this image as a human figure 
is strongly corroborated in the enclosed photos, ?Mils Nos. 5 and 6, 

(As you know, these originally were 35 mm. color photos taken by Phillip 
bills from the south side of Elm Street, towards Houston Street, and 
encompassed the grassy knoll area.) 

Thrill-is No. 5, taken slightly more than six seconds prior to the 
Moorman photo, the white arrow points to a dark silhouette behind the 
wall, consistent in appearance with the upper portion of1human figure.; 
and consistent in position with the #2 image seen in the 'Moorman photo 
taken a fear seconds later. 

Willis No, 6 was taken several seconds after the Moorman photo -- 
and therefore, shortly. ..after the last shot 	and you will note that 
the silhouette, which appeared in Willis No, 5, and 'er]hieh appeared as 
#2 image shortly thereafter in the Moorman photo, has disappeared by 
	 No. 6. 

(it is my opinion that corroboration in a separate photo is available 
also for Mborman #5 ran; although admittedly less compelling than that 
furnished for Moorman #2 by the silhouette in Willis No. 5. This corrobo 
rating image for #5 man is v±siole, I believe, in the Nix frame presented 
in Esquire of December, '66, and also,in color, in Sat•Eve. Post, January 111, 
1967. These of course are from the Orville Nix 8 ram color movie film. 
Although no frame numbers are noted in these two sources, I estimate the 
subject photo to be Nix frame 18)0* 

This Nix frame was included in the Nix film arglysed by Itch, in which, after a costly 
study 7thich they say occupied thirty men for storty days, they concluded that .the so-
cp11ed "ran on the station wagon" was only a lient-and-shadayr pattern. (this pattern 
appears- behind the fence on the knoll, but at a different location from my claimed 
corroborating image for Moorman #5 man in the same Nix photo). I phoned Itek from Boston 
the morning after the story of their findings broke on radio and television (May- 18, 
I believe). I spoke to a Mr. HP11  / and informed his that I was inclined to agree with 
their conclusion about the "station-wagon man" (indeed, I am not aware of any critic 
17110 has stated publicly a belief that this image was a man, nor did I personally ever 
place credence in its validity). I also informed him that I, as do num...goys others)  
had photos in ypossPssion, including the subject Nix photo, which conoamned far p-,.)re 

(footnote cont'd) 
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credible images than tl.ze one they had so diligently analy3ed5 that at least one of these 
5:::ageswLs so clear (Moorman 	man) that I felt confident_upon c:vq- ning it he woul-1 
quickly a;reewDs a valid huzran figu-L-e; End that since I vas only thirty minutes any 
from their offices, I would be happy to she:: the pictures to them. LC. Hall voiced con- 
siderle in 	and said he would check with some associates and call "back  
X received no return cP111 0 

Upon careful study of 17.5 ran, it would appear tt.lat he is youngish, 
balding,or blond headea, prominent ears, of rediur:-er-liter budad. His 
shirt 	open at the collar -- is wbite cr light-colored, as can be seen 
from the appearance of the right point of his collar which is clearly visible. 
He appears to be wearing a sweater-like garment of darker shade, He is 
is bie above thewall from the 1cm-cr chest up. He appears to be holding 

a straight lengy object bet%reen his hands, and his right elbc3 is crooked 
and extended Sharply to his right. If the "straight objectn were a rifle, 
it does not appear to be held in firing position at the instant of this 
photo. 

This #5 image appears so irrefutably clear as to rake .further wn 
mboration of its validity unnecessary, although obviously n(pt clear 
enough to rake an identification with any given person. 

The #2 irage in the Yoorran photo appears to be a ran of husky or 
heavy bui'Jd, visible above the gallfi'om the rid-chest up. Facial char-
acteristics are not,distuishable. A straivht, dark object appears 
to be extending overpiewzal, pointed in the direction of the President's 
car. If this "object" were a firearm, its appearance suggests it is being 
held in firing position, 

Nhat is the significance of these two irages? First, There is no 
need to detail at length that of which you are already anare3 that, 
regarding the.  grassy knoll area, nuEerous witnesses testified or reported 
that they heard shots,. and/or saw smoke, and/or saw some type of activity 
at the tdrn of the shots, or immediately thereafter. fit least one wit 
ness who dashed to the subject area, Officer J.H. Smith, was reported to 
have smelled gunsroke in the parking area behind the fence (Texas Observer)  
December 13, :163) (the wind was bloIring in a direction inconsisE.ent with 
its having carried gunsnke from the Book Depository wind= to the knoll 
area, hundreds of feet tray). 

Also, you are well aware that the Zapruder film strongly indicates 
mary would say, proves conclusively -- that the bullet which hurled Presi-
dent Kennedy's head back and to his left immediately after the 313-314 
head-shot had to core from the direction of the knoll. With this evidence 
in mind, photographic proof of the presence Of unidentified men -- or even 
one man -- half-hidden behind the wall or fence at the time of the shooting, 
rmst be considered sio-nificantj even if they did not appear to be holding 
straight Objects. 

Nho can they be? Hardly a likely vantage point for spectators, espe-
cially since the trial, watching the motorcade -was relatively thin by that 
point. A oectator could certainly be expected to have availed himself of 
a more advantageous vie?dng position, closer to the street. Nor does a 
scrutiny of the Warren Report and the twenty-six volumes reveal that any 
men were stationed behind the wall or fence in an official capacity, 
whether Secret Service, FBI, or Dallas Police. 
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(in response to an inquiry as to the "ruror" thavenwere seen secreted 
behind thew p11  just prior to the shooting, Warren Commission senior 
counsel Joseph Pall stated: 

"In ans;rer to your question, I have heard of speculation that 
therelwere mon secreted behind the mall on the grassy,hnoll 
just before shooting of the President, tut I ha're folind no 
cvic „lc to 	 a 

Farlier, at a televised press conference (KNDO, Los Angeles, February27, 
1965), when responding to a question as to the source of shots, Er. L7a:1 said: 

0 0 That happens tobe the part of the investigation of which I 
had charge 0 0 " (-ro-stating his con is 	that all the shots 
came from the Depository vindo5r); 

and, as evidence that no Shol,:-)carle from behind the mall or fence ; 

"There eras a mitness that was abore that grassy knoll, in a tower. 0 0 
Thereyere no people there. Kest of the people were down 

hatching the parade, and. he had a good vier of it". 

lianas. emerges, then, is the following: 

At least two men, and certainly no less than one, are visible 
in the Yborma photograph:  half-hidden behind the mall on the 
grassy knoll at the time of the final shot. 

They both appear to be holding straight objects, one of which 
(#21s) appears pointed at President Kennedy. 

- Strong corroboration for #2 appears in a separate photo Crillis ho0 eN  
taken by another person from a different angle; and the imae 
disappears shortly after the shots CUllis No. 6) 

for  
Some corroboration/ Ethough less convincing than that in (3) 
appears in film taken by a third photographer (Nix, fraTr-e 18). 

5. There is no indication that these man were known to the Warren 
Commission, and the presence of men behind. the-wal is denied 
by counsel Joseph hallo 

Need it be stated that a thoroughexamination and presentation of 
this question must be included in any inquiry that purports to cEeterr-dne 
the facts of Noverber 22, 1963? 

Need it be stated that CBS obviously has all the technical means to 
present the photos of these men (admittedly' far from what would normally 
be considered good viewing quality) so that they are shewi with maximum 
possible clarity? * 

* If you so desire, I can furnish.. an earlier generation of Display #5, pllaning 
perhaps for 20% greater Clarity. 

10 

2. 

30 

0 
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heed it be stated, that if CBS fails to do so — es:pee:101v consie- . 
vour:positive re,ction to ;,;"--; m,an -- that fact in and of itself 	 

wnstituc;e. poyrerful eve.daice th,t, the entire CBS effort was designed to 
be that I fear it ,  to be; a high-level whitewash of the Warren Commission. 
findings? 

Of course, I have no 	of knowing the specific contents of your 
prop,em, I am, however, familiar with the typical methods employed by 
sophisticated counter-critics; that is, courrter-critics the at least 
r-el:e a seemingly.  serious attempt at dealing with the evidence 
distingoished-  from the Louis Nizer type of Commission defender, who 
us-az:ay content `ice emselves by pointing to the unimpeachable c:hazeleti..7T -
of Earl Warren and his fellow commissioner 210 

Sone of these rethOds are as follows: 

10  Tne 1k7i'ae Stmderda A grossly divergent standard d13 employed 
111 eziuthiing oonc3.usions of the Commission and those of its 
critics° 

 
Commission hypotheses are accepted if they can be 

s'aown to be merely Eossiele; critics2  hypotheses are rejected 
unless they can be lal'077C11 beyored shadcy.,T ofmdouLt. 

(obviously, by such standards there ore few propositions that 
cannot be 'proven" or t'disproveTi", depending on the -r.drims of 
the examinez) 

20  The Itundzeci-Terses Parlay: The Cona- issIOnts case is based on 
the acceptance of a. very long string of mere possibilities; 
each of which constitutes an improbability -- in zany CasCS, 
an extreme inprobabili.17° (The Comassion and its defenders 
pretend not to notice the formidable multiplication of odds 
which accumulate against them as they pile improbability noon 
improbability in order to reach a pre-selected conclusione) 

3. The. Selective J›..fense: Defenders attempt to validate V. 
rdssionIs case by demonstrating (more often than not, 	.•eectay) 
that this cr that allegation made by a critic is invalie 
(a corollary of this method is to 5 gnore those allegatie 3 whith 
the defender believes msy be irrefutZle). 

(while •it .-is obviously leg,itim4te to point out any misstate-,  
_mats rade by the critics, this approach ignores the fact that 
the Comrssionts conclusions are based on a lengthy series of 
elamants, ail of which must be sound for their case to remain 
intact. In this regard the Come2issionts case can be likened 
to a heavy weight, suspended from the rafters by a long chain° 
Once a single  link is broken, the law of gravity will ignore 

the possibility that K1.3 the others were sound) 

Abandon The Unterlane1 This method involves the unabashed 
tr.■ 

abandonment of a roare-or-less..,arlicaal offiniA1 proposition, 
and its replacement by a hopefully (for the defenders) more 
tenable one, 

(this usually occurs after the vulnerability of a particular 
prese has been so widely acknowledged as to melte its reolacE..s-
rnt mandatory; or when the adherence to a particular premise 

fi is widely understood to create 'unbearable difficulties for  
related offir1al theories) 

11; 
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Sore exarples: 

a0 	De-..:ember 18, 163, there was no public challenge to the 
Parkland doctors1  description of the Presideat's throat wounri 
as one of entry.. A nualber of conflicting theories-had pre,- 
viously been put forth -- usually attributed to unnalned  
official sources —"explaining" ho:t the.Fresidentwas struck 
in the throat_by a bullet from the Texas Scool Book Deposi-
tory Building*. The St. Louis Post Dispatch of Dec 18 .163 
reported thatthe Secret Service, a few days prior to the 
story,. had _"0 0 0 obtained a reversal" from the Parkland 
doctors " 0 0 0 of their original vie1" of 	entrz wound 
inthe tlwoat, and that this acceptance by the doctors of 
a throat exitworTK1 was achieved by " 0 . 0 showing the 
surgeons a document described as an autopsy.report 0 0 0 " 

So, from Dec 18 .163 on, we were. to believe that the aut-
opsy performed on the President on Nov 22 proved that the 
throat wound was an exits  and that all earthier stories to 
the contrary, often citing unnamed official sources, were 
to be forgotten. 

This  ould presumably include the Mix:es story of Pao 6 ,s163, 
which said: 

"Thirteen d:ws after the assassination of Presly 
dent Eennedy, Federal investigators-were still  rec.=- 
structing the c3:‘1.:e on film today 0 * 0 Ceo1;pticn 
TITS how the President could have rkeived a b;Jflet 
D21 tne Ironic oT. tao Lei o:;-'a from a riiie In T.ne iexas 
School Book Bei)esitory Building after his car had 
passed the building 0000one explanation fom,..a 

urged competent source was that the President had ,med to 
ra&it t0 wave and was struck at that moment 0 0 0" 

But we have been told that the autopsy on November 22 :revealed 
that the throat-aurnd-rTas an exit* Vhy then were "Federal 
investigators", thirteen days later, attempting to solve 
the "question" of a Vizvat entry wound? And vthy did a 
"competent source" -,-who, beyond reasonable doubt could 
only have been a federal source familiar with the autopsy 
findings on this point -- attempt to explain the dilemra by 
saying the President momentarily exposed his throat to the 
gunsenmhile turning to wave? 

b. Attorney General Ramsey Clark's statement in early March '67, 
that Cloy Shaw had been thoroughly dhedked and cleared by 
the EBI shortly after the assassination, begged an obviously 
embarrassing question: Vrgrwas he checked at all? 

The record was "corrected" on June 3, 167, IT.ith the jus* 
tice department's announcement that Atty. Gen. Clark was 
in error, and that Mr. Shaw had not been inyestigated by the 
FBI aftc,Vall0 - 

c0 A major stumbling block to the.Cormission's version of the 
Shooting was the limitation imposed by the 203-second minimum, 
1,rhich the FBI experts determined was necessary between shots 
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win the 1:znalidner-Careano rifle. This was "overcome" 
on a B.B.00 television broadc.s.v.-rt on Jan 29, 167, when a 
British Reyal arine reportedly fired rore rapidly, using 
a Manrlichers-Carcano rifle " 0 o similar to the type 
used by Os:70.d". 

d. The fii.mous Single Bullet Theory, wherein all the wounds 
inlaicted on Governor Connealy and President Kennedy, 
excepting -those of the President's heat'', were claimed to 
have been caused by a single shot This theory, whicheira S 
not adopted unt4il many months after the a scassinatlon, is 
a.t. once the most!,erucial and most vulnerable of the Con'

s ion's lypoth es eS • Yet the Zaprudze I1r— unaided 
by rach other available evidence. proves beyond reasonable 
doubt that the t;';‘o victims were not struck by the salee. 

Even Commission counsel Vormem R:,:dlich has correctly 
observed, To say they were hit by separe;T;c: bullets is 
synorer,e-eus with see-ring there were tyro asea-ssins". 'Hoer, 
then, to abandon the clearly untenable single bullet 
theory, without scuttling the lons--assassin ease? 

Pro:Co  Alexander Bie;e1 to the rescue l While rejecting - 
the single bullet theory, he suggests (Commentar:y-, Oct 

that the three-shot limitation may be sustained by having _ 
the first shot fired earlier than Z.a.-Iwu;-ler frame 210, the 
firos fear-9 in -ehic.11 the Presiaceit e 	from behind the 
ok tree. Bickel suggests he could have been struck at 
185-1.86, when the President became briefly vìsìhle (:1/18 sec) 
from the IfBD winder, thanks to a slight opening in the 
fold,qe of the tee0 

Yiithout considering the numerous - related difficulties 
raised for the Cornn-dssion by this ingenious reeled, it 
should be noted that sada a shot would require the alleged 
assassin to align his mining target in the crosohairs and 
squeese off an accurate shot, 1  in 1/18 second (anted 
that the gunman could have roughly followed his ttarget 
thr.olth the foliage till then). Such a proposition was 
evidently considered by the FBI and the Warren Commission 
prior to the adoption of the single bullet theory; but was 
apparently deemed too audacious. Those who would now impress 
it into service are apparently unz-zware that, once adopted, 
the single bullet theory is almost impossibler"abandon. 

Accepting (for the monalt) that a bullet from the sixth- 
floor window entered the back of the President's neck where 
the Commission &vs it dad; then, descending through his neck, 
exited at high speed from his throat; where did it go? In facto 
Arlon Specter, the arthor of the single bullet theory, cites 
this dilemma as the Trost ire)ortant factor leading to the 
adoption of his theory. ite states, (U.S. News & World Rep0 Oct 10,,166): 

" • • • at was a theory reached after exhaustive study 
and analysis, largely because of the factor that when 
the car was lined up • • • the bullet Tihic.h went througTa 
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the Presidentis nadlz .would most cartainly%--or perhaps 
I should s!.?,:y only ITK:st probably.-- have had to, 
strike eith-;r some oscunant in the cu or- soething 
else an uno car 600" 

Ile- indicates that since no d,:lriaz:;e waS found in the car, 
this' substantiated the .1-1-.Dry that the same bullet had str.ue% 
Governor Complly3 ignoring the pe..1:ilaps more reasonable 
hypothesis that no bullet emerged from the Pres:ident 7s 
throats (the latter, of c!:.‘urse, would ilurfediately raise 
other formidable dEficalties for the lone-assassin t7.1.eary)0. 

I note in TV film clips advertising your program you hove featured 
slow-motion mories of a bullet -- anparently of the sane typo ala6sedly 
used in the assassinatioA--being fired through 1.,°2At appea:c's to be a 
think b"look of wood, A. substanLially un.c1=Lraged bullet is then sho'7,n, 
prumaoly tb. e one -".:ha.'.; was fired .12-,:ouj;h the blo6‹. 	I imagine this is 
intended to dissipate the cloud of illegitimacy hanging, over Commission 
ExhRrit 3990 

If a thorc-rug7a objective s.P.lay can a...of.-.omplish that re:Park:Cole task, 
vela azad good I assume, of OD13..̂:'S 3, that in addition to wood, youlTna 
have test fired bullots through bones; specific:03y, a single bullet 
through x arld. wrist bones, to meet only the first requirel.-.ent of 
bullet 399. (I Icnc.-Kr you are aware that in tests conducted for the Corp-
mission, a bullet fired through a cadaver ist, to simulate the Coverrors 
wrist woufld produced Corsi Eh 856, a thoroughly mangled .605 37:n bullet)0 

I assume that you will have also carefully considered the questic:a 
of. the metal fragnents left by 399, which seem, then added to the weight 
of 399, to produce a weight in excess of the Ir.Lx..trom zaticrrOilo for this 

bullet (Ffil fireal.,ro enert, Frazier has testificd3 "2::ere did not neo,- 

I 	

• 
esszcr'i.ly have to be 	weinjat loss to the V.1.12Pt 	u) 

ass-ume you have thoroughly investigated how probable it ray hava 
bean for this bullet to have inflicted OA .123..e wounds attributed to it, 
then fall out, of a wound in the Governors leg after depositing a frag-
ment in his fc=r, and yet remain totally free of any blood or tissueo 

I assume you have weighed all the pertinent testimony of the Cos=ds- 
sionis ozn 	none of whom can be said to have supported its multi- 
faceted cznclusion regarding COE. 399, and most oz whom contradicted ito 

I assume you have confronted and will adequately explain all the 
other major questions about this crucial piece of evidence, raised in 
various critical articles, including my can monograph, "The Bastard Bialet", 
a copy of which was sent. to your associate, Yr., Bernard Birrbaun, 
rately taro months ago at his request. 

All these ass-urptions, of course, are basal on one additional 
assumption, one that I have aaneady indicated I cannot presently accept 
with confidence:: that it was the intention of CBS to discover 

esenr-, the actual facts.7of the assassination, no ratter what cancl-
sions those facts may lead too 

• The terrible event which occurred on Eovember 22, 1963 affected. 
alL Americans, and countless millions around the world. Yet, no sooner 
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had no, Varren Co:IIli:1_35-10n issued its Report4and the ttrenty--six voluzes 
of tc,.st-1 .1yony and a:::11:thitpn which that Report -r:as allegedly based, 	en 
a shocking truth be.ca.1112 apparent: 	evilracc therein presented :not 
only failed to s-1.1.ppert the Co-:;:-.7.1ssionTs conclusions 5 it frequently con 
tradicted them in onc.: critic-'2.1 area after another° The most conserva0 
tive assessEient that could be loE,,ically made, even after a preliminary 
e,xamination of this evidence, was that the exadssionls vaunted "nest 
ra8SiVe detectiya job in hist;p5.'y" was a disgro.ce; end th,A if its principle 
conclusions Trexe correct, they ,.‘rcre correct despite a notable lick of 
supporting evidence, and despite a large amount of contrary evidence. 
prez;ented in the volir.x:s and else?;:here,, 

and is, howeve(.,, extreicel:y-  strong evidence indicating 
that its concluzi_op3 are cl.s erroneous ??,.sC ' 	C' 	OI 	hal-fcy; 
and that President 3-...ennecly Via‘.3 assas&-tnated as the result of a conspi- 

Vhen the IV)]  story of this ramentous event is recorded in our 
nationrs history, I believe an import,sInt and a anciJ. part of that 
story 	 almoz-ft -tota'l failure of the Alieri=a as nedia, 
to drave sooner :Into the facts, to perform the historic duty rith 
rhich they shovad have felten;_:.-...rgked and ea.' ythic:h they are clearly 
capable. 

Instead, for far too long, they l ,.!:chooen, 	atunan±;.eusly, 
to hall the COr2EdSSI.011 13 findings, and to ignore or attack those I:Lc 
attempted to po:7,mt out tb.at the Ymp..aor -vas naT:od. 

CBS, because of its Philitiea, prestige, and influence, and became 
it is about to present a lengtlyprztgTan ythida, for better or 1.-:orse, 
become part of the. history of this case, bears a heavy responsibility. 
Since you, personally, have been in diarge of the preparation of this 
project, a particularly hew responsibility falls upon your shoulder 

The proP-r-an can either be in honest searching examination of 
the ilirp,ortarrb questions surrounding the assassination 	-including the 
question of the unidentifiedren behind the van 	and thus serve on a vitally important way the cause of truth and justice; or It can amount 
to a cleverly cor=l,vv.r.:2:11d propaganda job, intended only to patch together 
the Commissionts shattered conclusions. It cannot be both. 

According to the "Law Dictionary =lath renunciation", by Janes Ballen-- 
tine (pub., Lawyers I Cooperative, Rozhe  N.Y., 1958) the following defi-
nition is given for "accessca'y after the fact": 

A person rho, leicrming a felony to have been committed, 
receives, relieves, comforts, or assists the felon, 
or in a- manner aids him to es ca-0e arrest.; 

Since I am not a la,,Tye.r, I do not know if this definition would 
legally apply to those kacr.vingly engaged in the preparation of a dis-
honest program on the assassination, Ithich " 0 . in arzr manner aids 0 0 " 
the guilty parties to escape punishment, • As a laymen, I am 'in 'oljziecl .  
to think it mould not apply. - 
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Rowevex.;  I have no doubt that l'ihatever 
all persons 53.1 positions of au:.,hority rho 	 in such an under- tcadrig rill be adjudged. rayrally guilty by po 	:yo 

The responsibility is yours,;, the Choicx.' is yours; and 	in 1,-,:).‘-ge ne:V.TUre $  the creditor culy.,.:biliy 	w-.13.1 be yors 

Sine-ere-ay 	
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